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This paper focuses on the implementation and social meaning of regional accent 
strength. In previous investigations into attitudes towards regionally flavoured Standard Dutch 
(Grondelaers et al. 2010; Grondelaers & Van Hout, in press), we selected stimulus speakers 
from a corpus of spoken standard Dutch, building on the finding (Adank et al. 2007) that the 
majority of the speakers in that corpus have a recognizable accent. Some speakers’ accents, 
however, are so tiny that their regional provenance is difficult to determine. It is therefore 
prudent to control accent strength more rigidly. In addition, it interesting to contrast strong(er) 
and weak(er) accents in order to investigate how that variable impacts speaker perception.  

Unfortunately, accent strength is difficult to manipulate because the strength of an 
accent is not only determined by the number of characteristic features (Cargile 2002 contains 
evidence to this effect). In order to find out which other variables determine the perception of 
accent strength, we carried out an experiment in which 21 respondents evaluated 2 speech 
samples from 40 speakers in terms of their expected regional origin and the strength of their 
accents. Accent strength was found to correlate, amongst others, with the sample’s content: 
the same speaker’s accent was perceived to be stronger when discussing sports than when 
discussing art.  

In a subsequent speaker evaluation experiment, 186 listener-judges rated a high-
prestige (Randstad) and a low-prestige regional accent (Limburg), both represented by 2 
samples from the 2 speakers perceived to be the most accented, and 2 samples from the 2 
speakers considered to be the least accented in the previous experiment. Ratings correlated 
robustly into a Status- and an Attractiveness-component. Crucially, accent strength was found 
to be the principal factor motivating the ordering of the speakers on the Status dimension, 
while the Attractiveness of the speakers is obviously co-determined by other triggers. In 
addition, it was the low prestige accent which suffered from status downgrading as it got 
stronger: the high prestige accent was clearly allowed more “bandwidth” within Standard 
Dutch.  
 


